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ABSTRACT
During the period 1495-1945, the ‘sum’ of individual efforts to fulfil basic requirements to
survive as human beings, and the ‘grouping’ of human beings in communities to support these
efforts, produced a self-organized - emergent - self-regulating dynamic, by which the energystate of the System was regulated. This self-regulated dynamic resulted in the implementation
of a next level of social integration and expansion, the moment the emergent regulation reached
its limits, and consequently collapsed. By means of the fourth systemic war (the Second World
War, 1939-1945), the System (in Europe) implemented dedicated hierarchies and emergent
self-regulation was replaced by a deliberate human-controlled ‘management process’. The
finite-time singularity dynamic accompanied by four accelerating war cycles, was the
manifestation of the emergent self-regulating dynamic of the System, during the period 14951945. The emergence of the self-regulating dynamic can be attributed a number of
conditions/factors, to physical laws and mechanisms that apply to the System’s dynamics, and
to tensions (energy) that were produced. The self-regulating dynamic optimised the collective
survival changes of the communities that made up the System, and of which the individuals
were integral parts (members).
war dynamics | international system | finite-time singularity dynamic | critical mass |
accelerating war cycles | social integration and expansion | patterns | emergence | self-regulation
| self-organization | complexity | tensions | anarchy | physical laws | mechanisms | degrees of
freedom | chaos | network-effect | criticality | correlation-length

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT
The emergence of a self-reinforcing regulatory dynamic in the anarchistic System during the
period 1495-1945, which was instrumental in the survival of its components (individuals and
communities), shows how social systems produce(d) a next level of social integration and
expansion; a next level of organisation and complexity.
Self-regulation at macro-level (the level of the System), was produced through a combination
of (1) a number of conditions (including: the size of the System, interactions between its
components (communities) with a certain minimum frequency and intension, (2) a multitude
of micro-interactions between parts of the System (individual human beings and communities)
that were motivated by an urge to survive and the need to fulfil a number of basic requirements
to achieve this, and (3) physical laws and mechanisms that apply to the energy (tensions) that
were produced in the process, and the dynamics of the System.
By means of this regulatory macro-dynamic the System regulated its energy-state and
optimised the survival changes of competing communities in the anarchistic system. The
emergent regulatory dynamic at macro-level that ensured the survival of communities, can be
considered the collective manifestation of the urge to survive of individuals that make up these
communities. The ‘construction’ of the emergent regulatory dynamic shows how the urge to
survive of individual human beings, shaped the behaviour of the System at a next level of
organisation (complexity), and how the sum of individual efforts to survive also restrained the
behaviour - the war dynamics - of communities (states) in the System.
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I. INTRODUCTION
During the period 1495-1945, Europe developed from a collection of circa 300 loosely
connected and diverse communities1 (with different organisational arrangements) and a total
population of 83 million (in 1495), into a tightly connected system of circa 25 highly
interdependent and standardized state-structures, with a total population of circa 544 million
(in 1939). A finite-time singularity dynamic accompanied by four accelerating war cycles was
instrumental in this process of social integration and expansion (1), (2).
During the period 1495-1939, Europe constituted the core of the System and dominated the
System’s (war) dynamics. In 1939, when the System reached the critical connectivity threshold
and produced infinite amounts of tensions (energy), the System (Europe) collapsed.
Consequently, the System experienced a phase transition to a next level of social integration
and expansion; the simultaneous implementation of dedicated hierarchies in Europe, and a first
international order at a global scale of the System2.
During the period 1495-1945, the finite-time singularity dynamic and the four accelerating war
cycles ensured that the energy-state of the System was regulated: The finite-time singularity
dynamic and four accelerating war cycles constituted a self-organized - and emergent - selfregulating dynamic/mechanism.
Eventually - when in 1939 the System (Europe) reached the critical connectivity threshold and
the System produced infinite amounts of tensions - the emergent self-regulatory dynamic of
the System had reached its limits (the singularity in finite time), and the System collapsed.
Consequently, by means of the fourth systemic war (the Second World War, 1939-1945), the
System experienced a phase transition. Through the phase transition, emergent regulation of
the energy state of the System was replaced by dedicated hierarchies, that ensured deliberate human-controlled - regulation.
In this paper, I explain how the ‘sum’ of individual efforts - a multitude of micro-interactions
- to fulfil their basic requirements to ensure their survival, produced an emergent self-regulating
dynamic at macro-level of the System, that ensured that the collective survival changes of
communities in the System were optimized. I also discuss why and how at a certain point,
emergent self-regulation of the energy-state of the System was replaced by deliberate human
control, by imposing dedicated hierarchies (non-anarchistic structures) that transcended statestructures.

1

Communities are the basic elements - building blocks - of the System. Communities evolved into states.
Communities consist of human-beings and groups.
2
The fourth systemic war (the Second World War, 1939-1945) constituted a phase transition, in response to the
collapse of the core (Europe), with two closely related effects: (1) in the core of the System (Europe) two nonanarchistic structures - two dedicated hierarchies - were implemented, controlled by the United States and the
Soviet Union (respectively controlling West and East Europe), and (2) a first international order at a global scale
of the System (the United Nations). The United States and the Soviet Union acted as lynchpins between both
orders. Analysis of war data shows that currently the (now global) System is producing a fifth - a first global war cycle, that could be the first war cycle of a second finite-time singularity dynamic at a global scale of the
System.
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II. FROM INDIVIDUAL SURVIVAL TO EMERGENT SELF-REGULATION OF THE
ENERGY-STATE OF THE SYSTEM
The four accelerating war cycles the System produced during the period 1495-1945 - including
their highly regular properties - are emergent properties of the System. These emergent
properties are the product of the System’s conditions, dynamics and physical laws and
mechanisms that apply to these dynamics.
The System I refer to, consists of interacting communities (that eventually evolved into states),
and of international orders these communities ‘interactively’ implement(ed) and on which they
collectively depend for their survival. The ‘parts’ - basic elements - of communities are
individual human beings and ‘groups’ they form.
If in this paper, I refer to ‘the System’, I refer to communities (later states) in Europe that until
1939 made up the (core of the) System and dominated its war dynamics.
Emergence refers to the phenomenon whereby larger structures and regularities arise in a
system through the interactions among its parts (basic elements); the larger structures - the selfregulating dynamic at the macro level of the System in this particular case - have properties
that the parts (individual human beings in this case) do not have.
The finite-time singularity that was accompanied by four accelerating war cycles (1495-1945)
regulated the energy-state of the System and emerged from a multitude of (micro) interactions
between parts of the systems (human beings and groups). The purpose of these microinteractions was (and still is) to ensure the fulfilment of basic requirements of individuals to
ensure their survival. During these interactions, tensions were produced, that can be considered
(potential) energy. Several physical laws and mechanisms apply to the System’s dynamics, and
are also building blocks of the emerging self-regulatory dynamic of the System.
I assume that a number of conditions and factors were also crucial to start a self-reinforcing
dynamic in the System - the finite-time singularity dynamics that was accompanied by four
accelerating war cycles, the System produced during the period 1495-1945 - including: A
minimum size (a minimum population size and number of communities), and a minimal
interaction-frequency with sufficient exchange-intensity. These pre-conditions (to start the
self-reinforcing dynamic) can be referred to as the ‘critical mass’ of an anarchistic system;
enough human beings, communities and interactions to ensure sufficient tensions are produced
to power a self-sustaining series of war cycles.
It is possible to identify seven components that make up the emergent self-regulating dynamic
in the System, assuming the System has critical mass, see also below figure:
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The four accelerating war cycles that accompanied
the finite-time singularity dynamic (1495-1945), constitute
a self-reinforcing dynamic powered by increasing
amounts of tensions that were produced. The
war-cycles constitute an emergent (self-organized)
self-regulating system, that regulated
the energy-state of the System, and were instrumental
in a next level of social integration and expansion.
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Figure 1: This figure shows the seven components - variables - of the emergent self-regulating dynamic
of the System. These components constitute a self-reinforcing (positive feedback) loop. The ‘process’
was repeated four times, each process constitutes a war cycle. The increasing production of tensions
and increasing pace of life, caused the war cycles to accelerate. The four accelerating war cycles
‘accompanied’ a finite-time singularity dynamic. The moment (1939), the System reached the critical
connectivity threshold and produced infinite amounts of tensions, the System collapsed, and
experienced a phase transition. At that point, the emergent regulatory mechanism was replaced by
human-controlled integrative structures.

(1) Population and connectivity growth. Human beings and social systems must fulfil several
basic requirements to ensure their survival, including: (1) input of energy, (2) ensure their
security, (3) make sense of their environment to be able to respond adequately to opportunities
and challenges, and (4) ensure integration - a certain balance - of (contradicting) requirements.
The urge to survive is the (most) basic driver of human beings.
Through grouping in communities (extended families, tribes, city-states and states, etc.) human
beings can improve the fulfilment of their basic requirements and enhance their survival
changes by exploiting economies of scale and scope.
Communities develop their own requirements that must be fulfilled to ensure their (own)
survival. These ‘scaled-up’ basic requirements of communities are ‘extended versions’ projections - of the basic requirements of individual human beings. Fulfilment of the basic
requirements of communities contribute to the fulfilment of basic requirements of its members.
Population growth implies that the demand for resources - required for the fulfilment of basic
requirements - increases.
The connectivity of a social system is a function of its population size (3), (4). The connectivity
- population size - determines the pace of life of a social system (3), (4).
(2) Rivalries between communities. The System is anarchistic in nature: The System lacks an
‘accepted’ - legitimate - integrative structure at the level of the System. In anarchistic systems
communities are sovereign and responsible for the fulfilment of their own basic requirements,
including their security.
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Resources required for the fulfilment of basic requirements are often scarce, and cause
competition and rivalries between individuals and communities.
There is a natural tendency of communities to expand their control, because it increases their
survival changes. Several factors contribute to an urge to expand, of which the urge to survive
is the underlying - basic - driver, these factors include: Population growth (and consequently a
higher demand for resources), 'more' economies of scale and scope that can be exploited and
can contribute to the fulfilment of basic requirements and 'overall' well-being, more control
and less risks, and status and prestige.
(3) Tension (energy). Population growth is an important driver of connectivity growth: A
relationship exists between population size and connectivity of a social system (3), (4). Over
time the connectivity of the System increased (and still increases).The connectivity of a social
system determines its pace of life: the pace of life increases with population size.
Connectivity and anarchy are intrinsically incompatible in anarchistic systems (2). During the
period 1495-1945, the population of Europe continuously increased, implying an increase in
the connectivity of the System, and intensifying rivalries between communities; consequently,
tensions the System produced also increased.
(4) Release and accumulation. The System produced four accelerating war cycles during the
period 1495-1945.
A closer look reveals that these cycles have identical life cycles. A war cycle typically consists
of a relatively stable period, when the System is in a subcritical condition, followed by a
relatively short critical period, when the System produces a systemic war. During relatively
stable periods, tensions are released through non-systemic wars. The purpose of non-systemic
wars is to regulate (to balance) the relatively stable period, the international order that is
implemented (1), (2).

Figure 2: This figure shows a schematic representation of the typical life-cycle of a single war cycle:
a relatively stable period, during which an international order is in place, is followed by a systemic
war, when an ‘upgraded’ order is implemented. During relatively stable periods, the System is in a
subcritical condition and produces non-systemic wars, while during systemic wars, the System is in a
critical condition.
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Initially, at the start of a relatively stable period - when an upgraded international order is
recently implemented - the tension production in the System is still limited. Consequently, at
the start of a relatively stable period, the average size of non-systemic wars is still limited, but
it is only a matter of time, before the average size of non-systemic wars starts increasing.
However, at a certain point, when the tipping point of the relatively stable period is reached,
the average size of non-systemic wars starts decreasing again, even though tensions are
produced at an accelerating rate. This effect is caused by a network-effect, that concerns the
network of issues between communities/states in the System (of which communities/states are
integral components): When the tipping point is reached, the high-connectivity of the issuenetwork increasingly hinders the release of tensions, and instead of tensions being released and
issues being resolved, tensions and unresolved issues accumulate in the System. During highconnectivity regimes the System is charging for systemic war (1), (2).
Fundamental differences between systemic and non-systemic wars
Systemic wars
The System is in a critical condition.

All Great Powers in the System participate.
Accumulated tensions are used to design and
implement upgraded international orders.
Timing, duration and severity are highly
predictable.

Non-systemic wars
The System is in a sub-critical condition (except
for the period 1657-1763, during the relatively
stable period of the second cycle, when the
System produced a series of non-systemic wars.
Normally not all Great Powers participate
(except for three non-systemic wars during the
period 1657-1763).
Tensions are used to maintain the status quo,
within the existing international order.
Timing, duration and severity of non-systemic
wars are normally - except for the period 16571763 - intrinsically unpredictable because of the
chaotic nature of these dynamics.

Table 1: In this table, the most fundamental differences between systemic and non-systemic wars are
shown.

Not only are the network-effect and the accumulation of tensions and issues it causes
prerequisites for the emergence of a self-regulatory dynamic in the System (criticality and
systemic war require accumulation), but also the type - nature - of non-systemic war dynamics
(wars during relatively stable periods): For the System to develop a network-effect, the nonsystemic war dynamics need to be chaotic in nature, my research shows (1).
The abnormal non-chaotic non-systemic war dynamics during the first exceptional period
(1657-1763), during the relatively stable period (1648-1792) of the second war cycle (16481815), show this phenomenon. Due to the intense rivalry between Great Britain and France
during the period 1657-1763, the number of degrees of freedom of the System - the number of
other states that determine war decisions - was temporarily reduced to only two. Consequently,
during the period 1657-1763, the System produced a series of periodic - very regular - but also
unrestrained (‘extreme’) non-systemic wars: Tensions were produced at a high rate, and did and could not - accumulate, but were immediately released. The issues in the System - in fact
there was only one (dominant) issue, the intense rivalry between Great Britain and France, -
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did not form an issue-network, that would at a certain point (the tipping point of the relatively
stable period) start hindering the release of tensions by means of non-systemic wars (1), (2).
In case the System has three or more degrees of freedom, the System produces chaotic nonsystemic war dynamics; states take at least two states (and their ‘position’) in consideration in
their decisions to go to war or join a war. A third degree of freedom, has a balancing effect,
and the war dynamics of the System are consequently more restrained. This restraint allows for
the forming of an issue-network, that eventually becomes sufficiently connected to produce a
network effect, which is a prerequisite for the accumulation of tensions, and for the System to
become critical and produce a systemic war (1), (2).
The moment the intense rivalry between Great Britain and France was resolved (in favour of
Great Britain), the System resumed its ‘default’ chaotic non-systemic war dynamics, and
reached the tipping point in 1774; it was now only a matter of time before the System became
critical (1792) and produced a second systemic war (the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic
Wars).

Figure 3: The data indicate that during the first exceptional period (1657-1763), non-systemic war
dynamics were more extreme but also much more regular; during the second exceptional period
(1945/1953-1991), in contrast, non-systemic war dynamics were highly subdued. During the period
1657-1763, two highly regular sub-cycles can be identified in the war dynamics of the System, with
each sub-cycle defined by four non-systemic wars. The correlation coefficient of the severities of these
two sets of wars is 1.00. The war frequencies of both sub-cycles were rather similar, 0.082 and 0.085
wars/year, respectively. Data from Levy (5).
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Phase space 1657-1763, First exceptional period
Second relatively stable period (1648-1792)
n = 20, based data on Levy (5)
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Figure 4: This figure shows the non-circular trajectories in phase space of the abnormal non-chaotic
- periodic - non-systemic wars during the first exceptional period (1657-1763). The two subcycles
shown in above figure (figure 3) are ‘enclosed’ in these trajectories.

Phase space 1763-1792, Second relatively stable period (1648-1792)
n = 6, based on data Levy (5)
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Figure 5: This figure shows the orbit (consisting of six non-systemic wars) the second relatively stable
produced following the first exceptional period (1657-1763), once the System in 1763 regained a third
degree of freedom and resumed chaotic non-systemic war dynamics. During this relatively short period
the System charged itself for a second systemic war. I argue that chaotic non-systemic war dynamics,
which are intrinsically more inhibited than the preceding periodic war dynamics - are a precondition
for the System to be able to become critical and reorganize itself.

(5) Criticality and systemic release/war. It is a matter of time before these accumulating
tensions and issues percolate the System, and form a global cluster (a connected issue-cluster
that spans the System). At that point, the System is in a critical condition and typically has a
correlation length of one (6). The System is then highly sensitive for disturbances (incidents
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and events), that can reverberate through the System (because of a correlation length of one).
It is a matter of time, before an incident triggers a cascade of tension releases, a systemic war.
Because the System during criticality has a correlation length of one, not only can a small
incident trigger a massive - system wide - response, a correlation length of one also enables
system-wide communication and coordination, essential for the design and implementation of
upgraded orders (that by definition concern the whole system).
(6) Upgraded orders. During a systemic war, the accumulated tensions are used to design and
implement an upgraded international order that allows for a lower energy-state of the System
and a new relatively stable period. The new relatively stable period allows for further
(population) growth and development, which then results in more tensions, etc.
The finite-time singularity dynamic - in other words - feeds on itself, it is a self-reinforcing
dynamic: Population growth and rivalries between communities produce tensions, that then are
used to upgrade the System and produce new stability (at least temporarily), that again allows
for further population growth and development. During the period 1495-1945, this dynamic
repeated itself four times; the four war cycles accelerated because of the increasing amounts of
tensions that were produced at an accelerating rate.
While during relatively stable periods the purpose of wars (non-systemic wars) is to maintain
the status quo - the international order that is in place - the purpose of systemic wars is to
change the status quo by designing and implementing upgraded orders, creating a new status
quo, that (at least temporarily) allows for a lower energy-state and relative stability.
This dynamic - the implementation of increasing levels of (international) order - can be
attributed to physical laws that determine that free energy will be used to implement upgraded
orders that allow for a lower energy-state of the System.
Because the war dynamics and war cycles were path dependent, and increasingly locked-in on
integration and cooperation, the eventual outcome of the finite-time singularity dynamic was a
next level of social integration and expansion; the implementation of a dedicated hierarchy
that transcended state-structures.
(7) Relative stability. A lower energy-state allows for a ‘new’ period of stability. The
international order that is implemented is instrumental in maintaining stability. The function of
international orders is to regulate interactions between communities, in efforts to maintain the
status quo. During relative stable periods, the System can grow and develop. This causes new
tensions, and the cyclic dynamic repeats itself.
As I explained, the four accelerating war cycles, that accompanied the finite-time singularity
dynamic (1495-1945), constitute an emergent (self-organized) self-regulating dynamic ‘mechanism’ - that regulated the energy-state of the System. By regulating the energy-state of
the System, the finite-time singularity dynamic - the four war cycles - contributed to the
collective survival of communities, the building blocks of the System.

III. LIMITIS TO EMERGENT REGULATION
The fact that the four war cycles - their frequency, as well as their amplitudes (in terms of
severity) - accelerated, produced a singularity in finite time: The war dynamics of the System
were eventually unsustainable.
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In 1939, when the System reached the critical connectivity threshold and produced infinite
amounts of tensions, the System could no longer regulate its energy-state, and consequently
collapsed.
Several closely related factors/conditions contributed to the eventual inability of the System to
regulate its energy-state by means of an emergent regulatory dynamic/mechanism:
(1) Tensions - and consequently destructive energy - were produced in increasing amounts
and at increasing rates. As I mentioned, connectivity and anarchy are intrinsically
incompatible in anarchistic systems, and increasing connectivity (a function of population size)
of the System and intensifying rivalries between communities, resulted in increasing amounts
of tensions that were produced at increasing rates. The moment the System (in 1939), reached
the critical connectivity threshold and the System produced infinite amounts of tensions, the
singularity in finite-time was reached and the System collapsed. It was at that point no longer
possible to design and implement international orders that could regulate the infinite amounts
of tensions that were produced: The frequency and amplitudes of war cycles became ‘infinite’.
Regulation required perpetual war, which not only was practically impossible (see point (4))
would mean collective self-destruction.
(2) The increasing inability of the System to release tensions by means of non-systemic wars.
Analysis of the war data (1), (2) shows that during the relative stable periods of the four
successive war cycles, the absolute number of non-systemic wars (and non-systemic war
frequency) decreased to about ‘zero’ during the fourth relatively stable period (1918-1939).
This pattern shows that the ability of successive international orders to release tensions by
means of non-systemic wars decreased, while at the same time, tensions were produced at an
accelerating rate. This property I refer to as the robustness of relatively stable periods
(international orders); over time - during the unfolding of the finite-time singularity dynamic the robustness became ‘absolute’. This development was not without effect, and contributed to
the increasing frequency and severity of successive systemic wars. Because of the increasing
robustness of successive relatively stable periods (international orders), the System was forced
to (increasingly) release increasing amounts of tensions by means of systemic wars. In other
words, the ability of the System to regulate tensions decreased, which contributed to its
(unavoidable) collapse. These developments ((1) and (2)) explain why the life-span of
successive cycles decreased. The life-span of a cycle is indicative for its fragility. The System
is an example of a ‘robust yet fragile’ system (7).
Relatively stable periods (international orders)

1
2
3
4

Period

Lifespan
(years)

No. of
integration
wars

No. of
expansion wars

War frequency
(integration wars)

1495-1618
1648-1792
1815-1914
1918-1939

123
144
99
21

45
34
16
2

0
5
4
2

0.37
0.24
0.16
0.10

No. of Great
Power status
changes
(Europe)
8
6
2
1

Table 2: This table presents the main properties of relatively stable periods (international orders).
Basic data from Levy (5).
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Figure 6: This figure shows the development of the number of non-systemic wars, of war frequencies
and of Great Power status changes in Europe during the four successive relatively stable periods that
can be distinguished, in addition to their lifespans.

(3) Increasing stability of successive international orders required increasing inputs of
destructive energy to be able to ‘unfreeze’ the System and to design and implement a next
upgraded order; eventually the ‘permanence’ of the fourth international order was absolute.
Analysis of the properties of successive relatively stable periods (international orders) shows
that the Great Power status dynamics of the System, during successive relatively stable periods
(also) decreased (about) linearly to zero. This implies that the organisation of the System - the
status hierarchy - became increasingly permanent.
The same time as this happened - not coincidentally - the number of ‘border changes’ also
decreased (8): The borders of states in the System became fixed, implying that the physical
structure of the System also became increasingly permanent. It can be said that the System
became increasingly more ‘brittle’; it became increasingly hard - required increasing amounts
of destructive energy - to change the System’s organisation and physical structure.
Consequently, it became increasingly problematic for the System to absorb - and use - tensions
(energy): Over time the System had developed from a loosely connected network of circa 300
communities, into a tightly connected system of 25 states. Consequently, the international order
- the status quo - required increasing input of energy to accomplish change. The paradox is that
although the organisation of successive relatively stable periods (international orders) became
more permanent, the System as such became increasingly unstable. The System’s brittleness
made the System incapable of regulating tensions, and caused it to break (in fact, a more
suitable word than collapse).
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Figure 4: This figure shows schematically the development of the properties of the System (Europe).
All the properties consistently converged toward values that could no longer be sustained, resulting in
the System’s collapse in 1939.

(4) Real-world limitations. In practice the System collapsed before the System reached the
theoretical singularity in finite time (9).
Before this theoretical singularity was reached, the System was confronted with a number of
real-world limitations, that could not be ignored. The tensions that accumulated in the System
during the last cycle - and could not be released (see previous point) - resulted in increasingly
volatile and radical interactions and politics in and between states. The mirror-image of
tensions is destructive energy: The System produced increasing amounts of tensions, while the
finite-time singularity demanded increasing amounts of destructive energy to be deployed to
ensure the implementation of an upgraded international order. Increasing amounts of resources
were required - including the ‘total’ mobilisation of societies - to produce the required amounts
of destructive energy. The deployment of the increasing amounts of destructive energy ‘at the
same time’ caused levels of suffering and destruction, that were also unsustainable.
Increasingly more was required, while less was available. Continuation of the accelerating war
cycles - an infinite frequency of systemic wars, with infinite amplitudes - was not possible, and
would result in collective self-destruction, while the purpose of war is tension release and
regulation, to ensure survival. At that point, it became evident that emergent regulation of the
energy-state of the System was no longer a viable option, and that this emergent mechanism
had to be replaced with deliberate control by dedicated human-controlled integrative structures.
The four factors/conditions are related: Increasing connectivity of the System (a function of
population size) resulted in the production of increasing amount of tensions, at accelerating
rates. Increasing connectivity also contributed to increasing robustness of successive relatively
stable periods (international orders), and affected the System’s ability to release tensions by
means of non-systemic wars during successive relatively stable periods.
Consequently, increasing amounts of tensions were - and had to be - released by means of
systemic wars, and their frequency as well as severity consequently increased.
The tensions - energy - that were released during relatively stable periods (by means of nonsystemic wars) were used to balance the existing international order (relatively stable period),
to maintain the status quo. During systemic wars, on the other hand, tensions were used to
implement upgraded international orders; to change the status quo. The moment in 1939, when
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the System reached the critical connectivity threshold and produced infinite amounts of
tensions, emergent regulation of the energy-state of the System had become impossible: The
System could no longer ‘self-organize’ an international order that was viable. Consequently,
the System collapsed, and emergent (self-organized) regulation of the energy state of the
System was replaced by human-controlled dedicated hierarchies, that controlled the build-up
of tensions, and avoided their release.

IV. FROM EMERGENT TO DELIBERATE REGULATION
As I explained in the preceding chapter, collapse of the System was unavoidable and a matter
of time. Physical laws that applied (and apply) to the System’s war dynamics - and produced a
coherent finite-time singularity dynamic that was accompanied by four accelerating and highly
consistent war cycles - made collapse not only unavoidable, but also highly predictable (not
only that this would happen, but when).
In 1939, the moment the System collapsed, the System (Europe) came for the fourth time in a
critical condition and produced a fourth systemic war (the Second World War, 1939-1945). It
was no longer possible to implement a fifth international order in Europe in an anarchistic
‘setting’ that would be viable, and could regulate the energy-state of the System. Because the
emergent regulatory mechanism was obsolete and regulation was still required to ensure
survival of the members of communities (populations of states), the System produced a phase
transition. Two Great Powers - the United States and the Soviet Union - were crucial in this
process.
The phase transition had two closely related effects: (1) the implementation of two nonanarchistic structures in Europe that were controlled by the United States (Western Europe)
and the Soviet-Union (eastern Europe) and merged into one non-anarchistic structure when the
Soviet Union collapsed in 1991, and (2) the implementation of a first international order at a
global scale of the System (the United Nations). Coordination between the two orders was
accomplished by the United States and the Soviet Union that acted as lynchpins. In fact, through
the phase transition the core of the System (Europe) and its non-core merged into a (now)
global anarchistic System. The phase transition can be considered a step in a long-term process
of social integration and expansion, that still is (at a global level) unfolding.
By implementing two non-anarchistic structures that transcended state-structures in the
respective non-anarchistic structures (Western and Eastern Europe), the security dilemma (10)
between states in the same non-anarchistic structure were neutralized. Within the nonanarchistic structures emergent self-regulation of their energy-states was replaced by deliberate
human control through dedicated hierarchies that were imposed and controlled/regulated the
tensions in the respective hierarchies, as far as they were produced.
Following the fourth systemic war - the Second World War (1939-1945) - which constituted a
phase transition resulting in the merging of the core (Europe) and non-core of the System, the
rivalries between the United States and the Soviet Union, and the respective structures they
controlled, on the other hand rapidly intensified, and caused a second exceptional period with
abnormal non-systemic war dynamics; the Cold War (1945-1991) when the number of degrees
of freedom of the System were also temporarily (1953-1991) released to two. However, instead
of producing a series of ‘extreme’ - unrestrained - non-systemic wars, the non-systemic war
dynamics were instead very subdued. Tensions run extremely high, but their release - war was impossible, because war as a rational ‘instrument of politics’ had lost its utility. Both
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‘superpowers’ held the System in control through their nuclear capabilities that ensured mutual
assured destruction; one superpower could always ensure the destruction of the other, because
their second-strike capability could not be destroyed by a first strike: The ultimate deadlock.
This deadlock was lifted when in 1991 the Soviet-Union collapsed and the System resumed its
default chaotic war dynamics.

V. OBSERVATIONS
The framework I present in this paper needs further research. In this chapter I discuss some
observations.
The self-organized finite-time singularity dynamic that was accompanied by four accelerating
war cycles (1495-1945) is an emergent dynamic - an emergent property - of the System. Apart
from the fact that a critical mass must be ‘created’, at the basis of this self-regulating macro
dynamic lies (1) the urge to survive of the parts of the System (human beings and the
communities they form), (2) the multitude of micro- interactions this results in, (3) simple
physical laws that apply to the tensions - the energy - that is produced in the process, and (4)
mechanisms that enable the accumulation of tensions, a prerequisite for the System to become
critical, produce a systemic war, and to implement an upgraded international order. By means
of the emergent dynamic - the finite-time singularity dynamic and war cycles that accompanied
it - the System could regulate its energy-state. This regulation ensured the ‘optimal’ survival
of communities in the anarchistic System. I assume that a number of factors determine what
optimal is, including: The positions of power and influence of communities/states in the
System; in network terminology: The centrality states acquire in the network of states and
issues, and their potential to ‘mobilise’ and deploy destructive energy.
A multitude of micro-interactions at an individual level, with the objective to ensure individual
survival, resulted in a self-organized macro-dynamic at system-level that optimized/facilitated
the collective survival of communities in the System.
The moment the finite-time singularity dynamic reached the singularity in finite time - when
in 1939, the System reached the critical connectivity threshold and produced infinite amounts
of tensions the System could no longer regulate - the System produced a phase transition, that
resulted in the implementation of dedicated hierarchies that transcended state structures; in
other words, in a next level of social integration and expansion.
Energy regulation is the purpose/function of the emergent self-reinforcing finite-time
singularity dynamic that was accompanied by four accelerating war cycles (1495-1945), a next
level of social integration and expansion - dedicated hierarchies in Europe that transcend statestructures and a first international order at a global scale of the System - is the outcome.
Emergent order is about (1) harnessing tensions - using energy - as ‘dictated’ by physical laws
and mechanisms, and (2) the use of existing structures, that function as ‘crystallization points’
for the next level of order (complexity).
As I explained, the sum of the efforts of individual human beings to fulfil their basic
requirements (in order to survive), ‘adds up’ to an emergent mechanism that is instrumental in
the regulation of the energy-state of the System, at a macro level. The emergent outcome is
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obviously much more than just the sum of the parts: Physical laws (“… free energy will be
used to upgrade the order of a system, to allow for a lower energy-state”) and a number of
mechanisms (the number of degrees of freedom of the System (determining the nature of its
dynamics), and the network-effect (enabling accumulation)) are responsible for shaping the
emergent self-regulating dynamic, and its properties (see figure 6).
This raises the question what actually is added to the next levels of order, from individual
human beings to states (communities), and the emergent macro regulatory mechanism their
interactions produces? The regulatory dynamic was unintentionally (and until now
unknowingly) accomplished through self-organization. The urge to survive off individual
human beings scaled-up to the urge to survive of communities (states) and was embedded in
the emerging regulatory dynamic. Survival of communities served the survival needs of its
members. The emergent regulatory dynamic added to the complexity of the System, and
‘levelled’ the path to integration and further cooperation. Through the implementation of nonanarchistic structures, the security-dilemma was neutralized. The increasing intrusiveness of
successive international orders shows that security increasingly became a basic requirement
that could only be achieved through integration. The transition from emergent regulation to
deliberate human-controlled regulation of the energy state of the System, enabled more
cooperation in other domains, and contributed to the fulfilment of basic requirements and
overall well-being, by creating new opportunities for the exploitation of economies of scale
and scope.
Another question is what anarchy actually is from a physics perspective: A system that can
produce tensions - charge itself - through the interactions between its components (human
beings and communities/states). Consequently, physical laws also apply to social systems;
tension is (potential) energy. Human beings and social systems are able to design and
implement rules - within the framework of physical laws - that define the nature
(anarchistic/non-anarchistic) of the System.
Anarchistic systems - contrary to non-anarchistic systems - produce tensions, that cannot
deliberately be controlled by its ‘members’, because of the absence of an integrative structure.
States/communities charge an anarchistic system, and create gradients the System will ‘solve’,
to become ‘tension neutral’ again. A gradient exists in the System when destructive energy
potentials (representations of tension) are unevenly distributed; a difference in destructive
energy potential generates a force that neutralizes (balances) the tensions in the System.
Tensions are released from the System - neutralised - through the destruction of issues that
function as ‘crystallization points’ of tensions.
In non-anarchistic systems, the use of destructive energy is controlled by their integrative
structures (the dedicated hierarchy) that are imposed. Use of destructive energy - violence - is
no longer necessary, and comes instead at a risk (disqualification by the integrative structure).
The moment a dedicated hierarchy is imposed the members of the System become encapsulated
in a new order.
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